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ABSTRACT 

The passage of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, P.L. 90-542, in 1968 

created a national wild and scenic rivers systems which preserved selected 

free-flowing rivers in their relatively natural state. The Middle Fork of 

the Clearwater River from Kooskia, Idaho, upstream including the Lochsa 

and Selway rivers was one of the eight instant rivers in the system. A 

management plan was formulated for the Middle Fork System which included 

the purchase of scenic easements from the private landowners located with

in the boundaries of the wild and scenic corridor to regulate land uses. 

Questions arose as to the economic effects the restrictions, imposed 

by the act and the scenic easement program, would have on the area's re

sources including land values. To answer these questions, data was col

lected on the area's major resources which include agriculture, timber, 

mining, and the scenic easement program. 

Regression analysis was used to analyze the scenic easement program 

while descriptive analysis was used to assess the impacts on the area's 

other resources. 

The results of the analysis showed that the classification of the 

Middle Fork System has not adversely affected any of the area's major re

sources studied, except the value of land. The restrictions imposed on 

the agricultural, timber, mining resources have not and will not curtail 

their productive services or limit their growth. 

Private landowners have felt that the appraisal techniques use to 

value the scenic easements have been inconsistent. The results of the 

regression models indicated that the process used to appraise these 

vii 



easements have been consistent and found the number of acres in the ease

ment and the percentage of the easement area developable to be significant. 

The effect of the restrictions on land values was determined by com

paring the appraised value of the property unencumbered with an easement 

and the actual sale price of the same property encumbered with an ease

ment. Next, the encumbered sales were compared to a recently purchased 

tract of land outside the corridor with similar characteristics as the 

encumbered sales. This analysis showed that land values have decreased 

in the corridor although some buyers have paid more for restricted tracts 

of land to have the open space characteristics offered by the scenic ease

ment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Public Law 90-542, enacted 

in October 1968 by the 90th Congress, established a policy whereby se-

lected free-flowing rivers which possess exceptional scenic, recreational, 

cultural, and/or fisheries and wildlife environments be preserved in 

their unique state for present and future generations (U.S. Congress, 

1968). 

The components which comprise the original National Wild and Scenic 

Rivers System were designated by Congress and included eight "instant" 1 

rivers or sections of rivers throughout the United States. In addition 

to the instant rivers, 27 study rivers were chosen for further evaluation 

to determine if they contained the necessary characteristics for inclusion 

into the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. The Middle Fork of the Clearwater 

River from Kooskia, Idaho, upstream including the Lochsa and Selway rivers 

(referred to as the Middle Fork System in this paper) is one of the eight 

instant rivers designated by Congress. 

The Lochsa and Selway rivers both originate on the western slopes of 

the Bitterroot Mountains on the Idaho-Montana border and flow westward to 

their confluence to form the Middle Fork of the Clearwater River at Lowell, 

Idaho (see Figure 1). 

The canyons through which the Selway and Lochsa rivers flow are steep-

walled and narrow, causing the river beds to be boulder strewn and steep, 

with fast-flowing currents and exciting rapids. The Middle Fork 1 S canyon 

1"Instant river" - the river was protected by law with the passage of 
the Act while study rivers only have the potential of being under the Act. 
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is gentler in slope and wider with rolling benches suitable for limited 

agricultural use and possible residential and commercial development adja

cent to the river. The riverbed is wider, the rapids more subdued, and 

inviting sandbars more numerous. 

A classification system was outlined by Public Law 90-542 to define 

the different levels of development. These classifications are: 

1. Wild river area - those rivers or sections of rivers that 
are free of impoundments and generally inaccessible except 
by trail, with watersheds or shorelines essentially primi
tive and waters unpolluted. These represent vestiges of 
primitive America. 

2. Scenic rivers area - those rivers or sections of rivers that 
are free of impoundments, with shorelines or watersheds still 
largely primitive and shorelines largely undeveloped, but ac
cessible in places by road. 

3. Recreational rivers area - those rivers or sections of rivers 
that are readily accessible by road or railroad, they may have 
some development along their shorelines, and that may have 
undergone some improvement or diversion in the past. 

The Middle Fork of the Clearwater and the Lochsa rivers are classified 

as recreational rivers since they are both readily accessible by Highway 

12, which parallels these rivers from near the Lochsa's headwaters to the 

Middle Fork's confluence with the South Fork of the Clearwater at Kooskia, 

Idaho. The Selway River is classified both a recreational and wild river. 

The lower Selway River and a section near Magruder Ranger Station is 

classed recreational while the rest is classified as wild (see Figure 2). 

According to the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (PL 90-542) the boundaries 

of the wild and scenic river shall encompass only those lands directly re

lated to the protection of the scenic and environmental aspects of the pro-

gram, and include not more than an average of 320 acres per mile on both 

sides of the river (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1969). Within the 

3 
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classified boundaries of the Middle Fork of the Clearwater there are 5,880 

acres of private land, the majority of which lies along the Middle Fork of 

the Clearwater and Lower Selway rivers. The management of these lands is 

the responsibility of the Secretary of Agriculture; and under Sec. 3 (b) 

of PL 90-542 a management plan was to be formulated which considered the 

developments necessary to administer the program given the area's resources 

and land ownership patterns. 

The recreational opportunities offered by this area are numerous and 

varied. Because of its proximity to a major east-west route across Idaho, 

the Middle Fork provides a wide variety of recreational pursuits. As a 

result, substantial revenue is brought into the area's economy by recrea

tionists and tourists who purchase gas, food, lodging, and recreational 

supplies to be used in this area. 

The timber industry provides many of the jobs and most of the income 

for people working in the local area. National Forest lands account for 

89 percent of the total acreage within the classified corridor while pri

vate holdings account for 10 percent of the acreage (U.S. Department of 

Agriculture, 1973). Private lands along the Middle Fork contain mostly 

second growth timber which has been allowed to regenerate naturally re

sulting in sparse stands. Harvestable timber located on public lands with

in the river corridor has never been a significant source of timber since 

this area has been maintained in special aesthetic management zones by the 

Forest Service. 

The timber stands located on both public and private lands within 

the corridor are not considered a primary resource in a commercial sense. 

All timber harvested within the wild river corridor will have to meet the 
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guidelines set forth by the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, although some 

management will be required to maintain a healthy cover free from large 

stands of diseased and dying trees which may create fire or watershed 

problems. 

Agriculture within the wild and scenic corridor is limited to lands 

located adjacent to the Middle Fork of the Clearwater. Even along this 

stretch of river the small acreage devoted to agricultural production 

consists mainly of forage crops. This forage is used to feed the small 

number of cattle that are raised within the corridor. The amount of graz

ing land within the river corridor on both private and public land is also 

limited. Grazing allotments on federal lands have been phased out although 

some grazing on State of Idaho lands along the Middle Fork does exist; how

ever, this is not an important factor in the area 1 S economy. 

The lack of mineralization along most of the classified sections of 

the river is due to the fact that the Idaho Batholith underlies the major

ity of the area. Due to the limited mineral supply, income and employment 

from mining accounts for an insignificant part of the area 1 s economy. 

Mining on private land since the passage of PL 90-542 is subject to 

the provisions of the river plan. Claims existing prior to the Wild and 

Scenic Rivers Act, while not subject to the restrictions of the river 

plan, will be evaluated and an agreement reached to reduce any detrimental 

impacts to the river environment. 

Public lands classified as a wild river area have been withdrawn from 

entry, while lands classified scenic or recreational do allow mineral leas

ing subject to regulations specified by the Secretary of Agriculture and 

the river plan (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1973). In 1970 the Idaho 
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Legislature passed an amendment to the Idaho Dredge Mining Law, 47-1323, 

which forbids dredging of minerals from the Middle Fork Wild and Scenic 

River System (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1973). An area of concern 

though involves mining activity along the tributary streams of the Middle 

Fork System. Operations of this type could contribute to sediment and 

pollution in the main river. The Idaho Dredge Law appears to offer pro

tection of water quality from operations of this type. 

A proposed open pit mining operation of kyanite located on Woodrat 

Mountain might have posed problems for water quality from mine tailings 

in watersheds draining into the classified river areas. However, Ethel 

Corporation has withdrawn their mining application after determining that 

the project was not economically feasible. 

The demand for private recreational land suitable for development 

within the Middle Fork System has been increasing in the last few years. 

To regulate the degree and type of development on private lands located 

within the river boundaries the Act empowers the administering agency to 

purchase rights to the land either in fee title or through scenic easements. 

If 50 percent or more of the land within the boundaries of a wild and 

scenic river is publicly owned, PL 90-542 prohibits the acquisition of fee 

title rights through condemnation. This does not preclude the acquisition 

of scenic easements by condemnation where access is necessary (U.S. Congress, 

1968). 

Fee title acquisitions transfer all the rights and interests the land

owner has in the land to the United States government. Realizing that not 

all landowners are willing to sell their land fee title to the United States, 

scenic easements have been and are being purchased from private landowners 

within the classified area. 
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A scenic easement is a legal instrument which conveys to the United 

States certain rights to use or control private property for a public 

purpose. The rights conveyed by scenic easements enable the administering 

agency to preserve the environmental quality, enhance the scenic qualities, 

and control land use to meet the management objectives of the river plan. 

Scenic easements do not limit past, present, or future use which is com

patible with the intent of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. 

Scenic easements have been compared to city zoning ordinances with 

one notable exception. Zoning ordinances are generally applied by pro

ceeding without compensation to the owner. Use restrictions under scenic 

easements, on the other hand, have an effect on the value of the property 

and the landowner is compensated for this loss or damage. The difference 

in present restricted use and potential unrestricted use is estimated by 

a qualified appraiser and the compensation is based on this valuation. 

Statement of the Problem and Objectives 

The classification of the Middle Fork of the Clearwater River as a 

component of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System and the subsequent 

river management plan drawn up by the Forest Service have raised questions 

regarding the economic impacts of this classification on the area's re

sources. The wild and scenic designation has caused a number of restric

tions concerning land use and land practices which affect the present and 

future use of the area's resources. The assessment of the economic im

pacts caused by the river plan is the purpose of this study. To effec

tively evaluate these impacts, the following objectives were formulated: 
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1. Compile an inventory of public and private lands within 
the wild and scenic corridor. 

2. Analyze the processes used to establish the value of scenic 
easements and evaluate the impacts of the scenic easement 
program on land values. 

3. Quantify and evaluate the economic impacts of this classi
fication on agriculture, mining, and timber including tax 
payments. 

The objectives were designed to answer questions raised by private 

landowners and public land managers. Specifically (1) What effects have 

the scenic easements had on land values? Has the compensation been equit-

able and consistent? (2) What economic effects has the classification 

had on agriculture, timber, and mining? Has there been a decrease in 

productive activities due to the restrictions? The answers to these 

questions regarding resource use will provide both landowners and river 

managers a means to more effectively administer the river environment 

and its resources. 

Theoretical Framework 

The economic benefits and costs associated with classifying the Middle 

Fork System can be assessed using the economic theory of value. This theory 

is the essence of economics and constitutes the foundation for deciding on 

the value of a good or service (Young, 1978). According to Ferguson and 

Gould (1975) the theory explains how demand, supply, and a market price of 

a good are determined. 

The classification of the Middle Fork System as a wild and scenic 

river may have had some impact on the value of the area•s resources. A 

market value for resources like agriculture, timber, and mining is easily 

established using the theory of demand and supply due to their homogeneous 

nature. Land does not lend itself well to being valuated using this method 
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due to the unique characteristics exhibited by each parcel which pre

cludes its being considered a homogeneous resource and the relatively 

inelastic supply of land which results in a demand determined market 

price. These factors make the valuation of land and scenic easements 

difficult and subjective. 

Literature Review 

Although there have been no studies of a post-audit nature on a wild 

and scenic river per se, studies do exist on the effects of scenic ease

ments on property values. The following literature review will present 

an overview of the different approaches to the effects of the scenic ease

ment acquisition program on land values. 

The economic impact on land values caused by the acquisition of scenic 

easements has been estimated using both appraisal techniques and regression 

analysis. A study of scenic easement purchased on the Blue Ridge Parkway 

in North Carolina estimated with and without land values using appraisal 

techniques, while a study done on the St. Joe River in Idaho estimated the 

value of land with and without easements restrictions based on a regression 

model (Williams and Davis, 1968). Both studies indicated a loss in land 

value due to the scenic easement restrictions. The use of regression analy

sis as a tool for estimating land values is limited due to the lack of avail

able data, although it provides an objective measurement of the factors 

which influence value. 

A paper by Christophersen and Butcher (undated) examined the possible 

economic effects of scenic easement restrictions on the major resources 

in the St. Joe River area. After compiling data about the agriculture, 

timber, and mining industries along the St. Joe River, including income, 
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yields, and potential reserves, the researchers examined the effects of 

wild and scenic restrictions on the present and future use of these re

sources. 

The type of restrictions imposed on the St. Joe for that study were 

based on recommendations by the Forest Service and restrictions adopted 

on other rivers in the system. After analyzing these industries in a 

restricted state, it was concluded that the resources or the productive 

services they provide would not be significantly affected by the various 

restrictions imposed by the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. 
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The methodology developed for this research included statistical 

techniques which enabled the researcher to analyze the scenic easement 

program, and descriptive statistical techniques allowed for analysis of 

impacts on the value of the agricultural, timber, and mining resources. 

Specifically: 

1. Ordinary least squares regression techniques were used to eval
uate the scenic easement program. The technique permitted the 
determination of significant variables which influence easement 
payments. This allowed for an evaluation of the consistency of 
the appraisal process and the equity of the easement payments. 

2. The economic impacts on the other resources, agriculture, timber, 
and mining were estimated using descriptive analysis. By com
piling data on these resources over time, it was possible to 
estimate the change in value caused by the Wild and Scenic Rivers 
Act. 

The collection of data necessary to achieve the research objectives 

was extensive. Both structured and unstructured interviews were held with 

Forest Service personnel, county officials, and local industry owners and 

managers. Structured questionnaires were also administered to private 

landowners within the river corridor. The following sections describe the 

collection of data. 

Data Collection 

Scenic Easement Data 

The scenic easement program was started along the Middle Fork of the 

Clearwater River in 1970. From November of 1970 through May of 1979, 

eighty-seven (87) scenic easements were purchased from private landowners 

within the wild and scenic corridor. The information necessary to evaluate 
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the consistency and value estimates of the easements was collected from 

appraisal reviews of the properties compiled by the Forest Service in 

Grangeville, Idaho. 

The Summaries of Estimated Just Compensation (Appendix I) contain 

all the relevant data concerning the properties and demonstrate the method

ology used in calculating the easement values. 

Agriculture, Timber, and Mining Data 

Data dealing with the agricultural production along the Middle Fork 

of the Clearwater is difficult to obtain. Although the benches located 

along the Middle Fork are used to raise some forage crops, there is no 

major agricultural production. The Idaho Agricultural Statistics and the 

United States Agricultural Census do not list production by areas within 

counties. Consequently, it was difficult to determine the effect the 

wild and scenic restrictions have had on the value of agricultural pro

duction within the river corridor. 

A review of the river plan for the Middle Fork System and informal 

discussions with local residents led to the conclusion that there is no 

significant agricultural production within the Middle Fork 1
S wild and 

scenic corridor. 

The collection of timber data to assess the impacts of the Wild and 

Scenic Rivers Act on the value of this resource involved structured inter

views not only with the Forest Service but with private mills around the 

area. Mill operators in Kamiah, Kooskia, Grangeville, and Syringa, Idaho 

and Hamilton, Montana, were contacted. 

Forest Service personnel were also contacted using personal semi

structured interviews. The Nezperce and Clearwater forest supervisors 1 
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offices supplied timber harvest data from 1967-1977 on each ranger dis

trict affected by the Act. This time series data provided a basis for 

evaluating the impacts on timber production in the area. Finally, un-

structured interviews were held with district rangers, forest supervisors, 

and regional supervisors to record their feeling and insights on the im-

pacts of Public Law 90-543 on the timber industry. 

The information on in lieu of tax payments made to Idaho County was 

collected through interviews with the assessor for Idaho County and the 

Forest Service•s regional accounting office in Missoula, Montana. The 

data consisted of payments made from 1970 through 1977 based on the 25 

t "t . 2 percen cr1 er1on 

Descriptive analysis was applied to the Middle Fork System•s agri-

cultural, timber, and mining resources to determine the direction these 

resources have taken since the inception of PL 90-542. Because of the 

nonspecific data for these resources, no statistical analysis could be 

employed to assess the impacts of the wild and scenic designation on them. 

Based on interviews held with Forest Service personnel and affected mill 

operators and on data collected from the above mentioned sources and ques-

tionnaires, conclusions were arrived at on the effect of this program 

on the Middle Fork•s agriculture, timber, and mining resources. 

Regression Analysis: An Application to 
The Scenic Easement Program 

In this study ordinary least squares regression techniques were used 

to identify important variables which determine scenic easement payments 

2The Forest Service is required by law to return 25 percent of the 
revenue collected from products of national forest lands in a county back 
to that county. 
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and based on these variables, determine the consistency and equity of the 

payments made. 

where 

The general function form of a regression model is: 

Y =a+ blXl + b2X2 + ... + bnxn + s 

Y = dependent variable 

a = intercept term 

bn = regression coefficients 

X = independent variables 
n 

s = error term 

The determination of significant variables which influenced scenic 

easement payments was based on regression techniques. Factors which may 

have influenced the price were decided on prior to the analysis. These 

factors then became the independent variables used in the model. The 

level of significance at which the variables were judged to be important 

was also decided on a priori, and they were compared using a student's 

t value. The resultant model was then used to decide if the payments 

have been equitable. 

Appraisal Techniques: An Application to 
Valuing Scenic Easements 

Real estate value has traditionally been estimated based on three 

appraisal techniques. These methods are the income capitalization approach, 

the market data or sales comparison approach, and the cost or inventory ap-

proach. Typically all three methods are used in valuing a property. There 

are instances, though, depending on the nature of the property, the reason 

for the appraisal, and which method provides the best supportive information, 
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where one approach may influence the final determination of value more 

than the others (Suter, 1974). 

The income capitalization approach to value assumes that the main 

reason for buying the property is its potential income stream. Considering 

this fact, only those properties generating income are valued using this 

approach. The market data or sales comparison approach uses other prop

erties that have recently sold on the market and exhibit the same general 

characteristics as the subject property. Determining the value of the sub

ject property based on comparisons with the comparables' selling price 

after adjusting for dissimilarities is the most realistic approach to 

value. The inventory or cost approach requires that the appraiser classify 

the various types of lands found on the subject property, valuing each 

based on comparable sales in the area, and inventory all the buildings 

and improvements, valuing them based on replacement cost and their contri

butory value to the property. 

Scenic easement values were determined by qualified appraisers con

tracted by the Forest Service. To arrive at a fair estimate of the effect 

of the scenic easement restrictions, only the market data and cost approach 

were used in a before and after technique, since the income approach is 

used only when valuing a commercial operation. 

The before and after technique allowed the appraiser to value the 

property in its highest and best use without the easement restrictions and 

then reappraise the property in its highest and best use, assuming the 

easement restrictions were in force. Highest and best use is typically 

that land use which yields the highest net benefit to the landowner. 

Building or improvement values were calculated on local replacement cost 
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less the depreciation due to time. The value of the improvements is not 

affected by the scenic easement restrictions since the contributory value 

of the improvements remains the same in the before and after estimates. 

The estimated land values before the restrictions are based on sales of 

similar properties which, in most cases, lay outside the wild and scenic 

boundaries but in the Clearwater River corridor. This allowed for appraised 

values to be determined which were not influenced by the Wild and Scenic 

Rivers Act. The comparable sales were all adjusted for time, size, loca-

tion, slope, frontage, and other features to give a fair estimate of value 

per acre for the property being appraised. The after value is arrived at 

in similar fashion except sales encumbered with similar restrictions are 

used as comparables. The loss in value attributable to the scenic ease-

ment is the difference in the before and after figures. After the Forest 

Service has checked the appraisal process and found it acceptable, the 

landowner is then offered the difference as just compensation. Just 

compensation is the payment for private property taken for a public use 

(Suter, 1974). The amount the purchasing agency pays and the amount the 

owner receives will equal the difference between the fair market value3 

before the taking and after the taking. 

Indexed Scenic Easement Values 

Land values change over time reflecting changes in demand and supply 

of land and changes in the value of money. To demonstrate any consistency 

within the appraisal process and to determine easement values from the model, 

3Fair market value is 11 the highest price, estimated in terms of money, 
which a property will bring if exposed for sale in the open market ... " 
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a basis for comparison needed to be established. The indexing of ease-

ment values established this base. The indexing or adjustment in value 

to a common point in time insures that all land prices are compared under 

the same supply and demand conditions and with the same value for the 

dollar. 

The formula generally used to determine a price index is the Laspeyres 

formula because of its computational simplicity and ease of use. The for-

mula is: 

n 
p = 1 ~1 go 

~ po qo 6 

where 

p = price index q = quantity 

p = price of product E = Sum of 

1 = given year which is being compared with the base 

o = base period from which changes are being measured 

To give a product its proper weight commensurate with its importance, 

the price should be multiplied by the quantity sold. There is some debate 

as to whether base year quantities or the given year 1 S quantity be used 

to weight the price. The Laspeyres formula uses base year quantities 

(Shephard, 1950). 

A base year of 1970 was selected a priori since the program was 

inititated at that time. The indices issued by the Farm Real Estate 

Market Development reports were used to establish the comparable 1970 

land values and easement payments (U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1978). 

Because the report 1 s indices are calculated where 1967 equals 100, the 

following ratio of the indices will establish 1970 as a base for comparison. 
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The derived ratio is: 

(1) (2) 

1975 value X PI(70) 67 PI(75) 67 

where (1) converts the 1975 price to 1967 prices and then (2) indexes the 

1967 price to 1970 values. To simplify the calculations the formula was 

reduced to the following indices ratio (x) easement payments: 

PI( 70)67 (x) easement payment 
PI(75) 67 
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PRESENTATION OF DATA 

This section will present the data collected on agriculture, scenic 

easements, and the timber industry including in lieu of tax payments for 

the Middle Fork System. The results were used to analyze the effects of 

the classification on the area•s economy based on the objectives set forth 

in the Introduction. In addition, the results will inform the interested 

river managers and planners of the characteristics and attitudes expressed 

by the people living in and using the Middle Fork River System. 

Scenic Easement Data 

The scenic easement program initiated along the Middle Fork System 

was designed to preserve the quality of the river environment free from 

adverse land practices on private properties. An inventory of the pri

vate and public lands located within the boundaries of the wild and scenic 

Middle Fork System revealed that private lands account for 10.6 percent of 

the total acreage while state and federal lands comprise the remaining 

89.4 percent. Table 1 summarizes the breakdown in actual acreages. 

Table 1. Inventory of public and private ownerships located along 
Middle Fork System, 1977 

Ownership 

National Forest 

Other federal 

State 

Private 

Source: 
Management Guides: 

Acres % of total 

49,869 89.0 

111 0.2 

100 0.2 

5,880 10.6 

55,960 100.0 

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, 
Middle Fork of the Clearwater, 1973. 
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To accomplish the goal of maintaining an aesthetically pleasing en-

vironment on the private lands, the Forest Service authorized the acqui-

sition of four types of easements based on the land use in effect on a 

particular parcel of land. The most restrictive easement classification 

accounting for 4.5 percent of the total easements purchased is the agri-

cultural-timber easement which, while allowing the landowner a homesite, 

prohibits recreational subdivision completely. Commercial easements are 

acquired only where prior commercial uses exist and account for only 1 

percent of the total easements excluding Syringa and Lowell. Residential 

easements are the most common type of easement purchased and account for 

91 percent of the total. These easements allow for recreational homesite 

development, subject to limitations specified by the easement. The final 

easement category, no buildings, prohibits buildings of any type due to 

the locational characteristics of the property. They account for 2.3 per-

cent of the easements purchased. A breakdown of these easements is pre-

sented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Scenic easements by classification purchased by the Forest 
Service from 1970-1978 

Classification Number Acreage 

Agricultural-timber 4 257 

Commercial 80 2,422 

Residential 1 .4 

No buildings 2 13.5 

Total 87 2,693 

Source: U.S. Forest Service, Grangeville, Idaho, Acquisition 
Program, Wild and Scenic Rivers--Middle Fork of the Clearwater. 
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The number of acres subject to easement restrictions varied from 

0.1 to 250 with an average of 33 acres per parcel. The amount of land 

suitable for homesite development on each parcel of land was determined 

and varied from 0 to 100 percent developable. The number of feet of high

way and river frontage by parcel was determined, and varied from 0 to 

10,000 feet. 

The types of scenic easement purchased by the Forest Service were 

also included in the data set but were difficult to assign a value. Dummy 

values were specified which attempted to show the effects of the different 

easement types. 

A private landowner•s questionnaire, designed and administered by 

Van Leuven (1977) in the Middle Fork System, provided basic information 

concerning attitudes and opinions of private landowners regarding the 

classification of the Middle Fork. At the time the questionnaire was ad

ministered, 43 easements had been purchased. Of the landowners who had 

sold easements, 84 percent felt that it would have no effect on the opera

tion of their land, while 16 percent felt it would. The impact of the 

easement restrictions on future use showed that 60 percent of the land

owners believed there would be none, while 2 percent felt that there

strictions would affect future use in some way, and 38 percent of the 

landowners were not sure. The reaction to the Clearwater•s wild and 

scenic classification indicated 66 percent of the landowners favored it, 

with the remaining 34 percent feeling the program was a mistake. 
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Timber Data Including in Lieu of 
Tax Payments Data 

The wild and scenic Middle Fork System lies completely inside the 

boundaries of Idaho County, which contains a large acreage of harvest-

able timber. The impacts of wild and scenic restrictions on this re-

sources are undocumented at this time. In order to evaluate the impacts, 

a presentation of the data and a study of the wild and scenic restric-

tions and other influential factors is essential. 

Data obtained from the Forest Service show the actual volumes cut 

and sold, in millions of board feet, from the three affected ranger dis

tricts. As Table 3 illustrates, there does not appear to be any trend 

in the amount of timber harvested from the affected ranger districts in 

Idaho County. 

Timber harvest figures compiled by the Western Wood Products Associ

ation•s 1977 Statistical Yearbook are shown in Table 4. These data are 

gathered from all producing mills in the county. Once again, because of 

the aggregation problem, no figures are computed for only the Middle Fork 

System. 
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Table 3. Volume of timber cut and sold from the three affected 
ranger districts in the Middle Fork System, 1968-1977 

District Year Cut Sold 

(MMBF) 
Selway 1968 15.00 50.38 

1969 33.85 14.85 
1970 40.28 3.36 
1971 29.32 4.49 
1972 28.75 6.01 
1973 9.05 25.94 
1974 7.15 4.15 
1975 3. 77 2.99 
1976 10.54 19.29 
1977 3.55 .51 

18.13 13.20 

Lochs a 1968 14.16 14.42 
1969 19.49 3.15 
1970 25.61 16.35 
1971 18.21 17.33 
1972 5.58 13.46 
1973 15.08 18.77 
1974 8.70 25.89 
1975 8.90 1.10 
1976 20.50 17.40 
1977 30.34 15.32 

16.65 14.32 

Powell 1968 8.21 18.91 
1969 13.11 22.23 
1970 14.37 12.81 
1971 13.63 13.47 
1972 15.06 . 63 
1973 15.74 22.21 
1974 9.75 16.27 
1975 15.10 9.08 
1976 14.50 19.20 
1977 17.21 34.42 

13.67 16.92 

Source: Unpublished Forest Service records supplied by 
supervisor•s office, Orofino, Idaho, 1978. 
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Table 4. Timber production in Idaho County in million board feet, 
1969-1977 

Year MMBF 

1969 180 

1970 174 

1971 195 

1972 213 

1973 214 

1974 166 

1975 185 

1976 247 

1977 251 

203 

Source: Western Wood Products Association, 1977 Statistical 
Yearbook. 

Harvestable timber on private property within the Middle Fork System 

is limited to two or three parcels of land which are restricted by scenic 

easements which permit only selective cutting. Commercial timber of pub-

lie lands lying within the corridor is classified by the Forest Service 

in unregulated and special management categories to maintain the aesthetics 

of the river environment (see Figure 3). The affected areas have been 

under special management for years because of soil stability problems, 

extreme slopes, and preservation of scenic qualities associated with 

U.S. Highway 12. 
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Unregulated 

Noncommercial forest lands and 
portions of commercial forest 
lands that will not be organ-

Noncommercial 
Forest Land 

~ ized for timber production -----

Commercial 
Forest Land 

Examples: 
(A) Developed Recreation 

Sites 
(B) Wild and Scenic Rivers 
(C) Special Areas, scenic 

or unique places 

Marginal 

Lands over 40% slope on long 
sidehills. Lands with high 
development costs 

Special 

Lands under 40% slopes and short 
steeper pitches on which specially 
designed treatment is needed to 
meet viewing, recreation, wildlife, 
or special needs 

Examples: 
(A) Water, Travel Influence 

Zone 
(B) Areas with soil problems 
(C) Streamside buffer zones 

Standard 

Lands under 40% slope and short 
steeper pitches on which crops of 
industrial wood can be grown and 
harvested. 

Figure 3. Unregulated and special management zones 
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A major concern of the timber industry regarded access to productive 

lands lying outside the corridor but with potential access only possible 

through the impacted area. Those sections of the river classified as re

creational pose no problems regarding either existing or potential access 

for timber cutting. On the other hand, sections classified as a wild 

river area prohibit timber harvesting and access through them is not 

possible. 

Wild river restrictions on the Selway River, though, are superseded 

by the more restrictive guidelines imposed by the Selway-Bitterroot Wilder

ness, which prohibits timber harvest within the wilderness boundaries. 

Idaho County receives payments from the federal government to com

pensate them for their loss in tax revenues from federal lands within 

their boundaries. Twenty-five percent of the revenue the Forest Service 

received from timber sold from national forest lands located in Idaho 

County was returned to Idaho County through 25 percent fund payments. 

In 1976, though, Congress passed the National Forest Management Act, 

Public Law 94-588. This act requires that the Forest Service return 25 

percent of the revenue from not only timber sales, but also grazing, 

purchaser road credits, and other uses to the county of origin. In addi

tion to this law, Congress enacted Public Law 94-565, Payment in Lieu 

of Taxes Act, which requires the federal government to make payments to 

units of local government in which entitlement lands are located (U.S. 

Congress, 1968) Appendix II shows the computational formula for calcula

ting this payment and the definition of entitlement lands. Table 5 pre

sents the payments made to Idaho County through the 25 percent fund and 

the payment in lieu of taxes act from 1970-1978. 
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Table 5 . Payments made to Idaho County by National Forest through 
the 25 percent fund and Public Law 94-565, 1970-1978 

Payment in 25 percent fund 
Fiscal year lieu of taxes Clearwater Nezperce 

1970 326,268 342,120 

1971 249,476 185,305 

1972 342,009 410,212 

1973 476,702 764,339 

1974 463,563 546,404 

1975 253,683 327,655 

1976 104,424 543,171 

1977 416,000 1,262,707 1,364,024 

1978 416,000 861,253 819,506 

average payment X 482,231 589,192 

Source: Unpublished Forest Service records provided by the 
regional Forest Service office, Missoula, Montana, 1978. 

Payments made to Idaho County through the 25 percent fund went from 

$668,388 in 1970 to $1,680,759 in 1978, a 151 percent increase. 

The timber and related tax payment data will be analyzed and inter-

preted to determine the economic impacts of the classification on this 

resource. 
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ANALYSIS 

Analysis of the Scenic Easement Payments 

The acquisition of scenic easements from the private landowners with

in the Middle Fork System has resulted in numerous statements alleging in

consistencies in the appraisal techniques and inequities in the easement 

payments. Even though 66% of the landowners favor the wild and scenic 

program, they resent the controls imposed by the easements. 

The formulation of the regression model which estimated scenic ease

ment payments and was used to analyze the appraisal techniques used for 

valuing the easements was based in part on past studies. Although a 

number of studies have been done using regression analysis to estimate 

land values, many of their variables are not applicable to a scenic ease

ment model. The final accuracy and quality of a regression model depends 

on (1) its compliance with the Ordinary Least Squares assumptions, (2) its 

statistical significance, and (3) whether or not the variables and their 

signs are theoretically probable. 

The variables examined in this study were taken from the Summaries 

of Just Compensation of the scenic easement appraisals compiled by the 

U.S. Forest Service. The dependent variable (Y) in the model is the 

value of the scenic easement payment per acre based on 1970 dollars. 

This value was hypothesized to be a function of the various independent 

variables shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Variables used to develop a scenic easement model for the 
Middle Fork System, 1970-1978 

Variable Description 

x1 Number of easement acres 

x2 Type of easement 

x3 Distance to Kooskia 

x4 Percent of easement acreage developable 

xs River frontage in feet 

x6 Highway frontage in feet 

The Least Squares Regression Program (LSR) developed at the Univer

sity of Idaho by Hamilton et al. (1977) was used to construct there-

gression models for the easement program. Based on the variables in 

Table 6, numerous combinations of these variables were tried and the 

best equation determined. 

The first equations were estimated in linear form; Table 7 shows 

the best linear model based on the data. The regression coefficient for 

x1, number of easement acres, has a negative sign. This inverse rela

tionship tells us that as the number of acres increases the price per 

acre will decrease, which is consistent with actual market phenomena. 

The positive sign on the x4 , amount of land developable, is logical too. 

As the fraction of developable land increases the price paid per acre 

for the land will also increase. Variables x2, x3, x5, x6 were not 

included due to their highly insignificant statistics. 
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Table 7. Linear regression model developed to predict easement payments 
in the Middle Fork System, 1978 

y = 157.05 

= .42 

F = 29.21 

N = 83 

1.33X1 + 904.73*X4 

(1.18) (6.08)a 

aThe number in parentheses are t statistics and the * and ** 
show whether regression coefficients are significantly different from 
zero at the 5% and 1% level of significance, respectively. 

This model was determined to be statistically significant. Although 

only one of the regression coefficients was significant based on t tests, 

the other test of significance was acceptable at the .05 level. 

The R2 value for the linear model showing the relative fit of the 

model to the data was .42. The F statistic, which measures the ability 

of the independent variables to explain the variation in the dependent 

variable, was significant at the .01 level. A more rigid criterion of 

assessing a regression model •s significance is that the calculated F be 

at least 4 times greater than the theoretical F value used for comparison, 

which the model also met. 

Multicollinearity, a linear relationship among two expanatory vari-

ables which causes their regression coefficients to be biased, was not 

found to be a problem in this model. The simple correlation coefficient 

between x1 and x4 equaled 1-.4751. The linear model was also not affected 

by hetroscedasticity as shown by the low Spearman rank correlation values 
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in Table 8. Hetroscedasticity, the breakdown of one or more of the 

assumptions concerning the error term in the regression equation, cases 

large variances of the estimates and makes tests of significance inappli-

cable (Koutsoyiannia, 1973). 

Table 8. Spearman rank correlation values for the linear easement 
equation indicating hetroscedasticity 

Variable Spearman value 

-.2361 

.4516 

Initial plots of the data revealed three observations to be outliers. 

After reviewing the Summaries of Just Compensation and consulting with 

R.K. Steinhorst, assistant agricultural statistician at the University of 

Idaho, all three were eliminated from the data set. Case one involved 

the purchase of a small commercial operation with a residential easement. 

Case two involved a residential easement requiring removal of existing 

structures with accompanying compensation, a special situation. The 

third case, the purchase of a commercial easement, also compensated the 

owner for lost building value which is not consistent with the other 

properties. 

A logarithmic transformation of the data was done to determine if 

a better fit could be obtained. Linear-log, log-linear, and log-log trans

formations were tried. Depending on which logarithmic model was used (1) 

only the explanatory variables were transformed into logarithms, (2) only 
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the dependent variable was transformed,or (3) both were transformed. 

The log-log model resulted in the best nonlinear model as shown in 

Table 9. 

Table 9. Logarithmic transformed regression model used to estimate 
scenic easements in the Middle Fork System, 1978 

A 

Ln y = 6.880 = 0.9095 Ln X1* + .6515** LnX4 

(-2.15) (9.06) 

R2 = .62 

F = 66.72 

N = 83 

A comparison of the two models 1 independent variables and the impor-

tant test statistics was revealing. The log-log model 1 S regression co-

efficients were both significant at the .05 level and the signs were 

still theoretically plausible. The log model 1 S F statistic was consider-

ably more significant than the linear model 1 S, but any comparison of the 

R2 values was meaningless until the log model 1 S had been adjusted. 

Since the R2 value in the log model is based on a transformed y 

variable, the sum of squares used to calculate this statistic needs to be 

refigured taking antilogs. The following method was used to recalculate 

the log model 1 S R2: 

1. First calculate the simple correlation between the observed 
y and the antilog of the predicted y. 

2. Square the resultant simple correlation coefficient to cal
culate the adjusted R2. 
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In this model the simple correlation coefficient between the observed y 

and the corrected predicted y was .6290. After squaring this value, the 

adjusted R2 equaled .40, compared to .42 for the linear model. The log

log model, though, provides greater significance in both the regression 

coefficients and F value with only a slight reduction in the goodness of 

fit (R2). 

The impact of the wild and scenic classification on land values with-

in the corridor is extremely difficult to measure. The determination of 

the before and after land values in the Middle Fork System was based on 

the market data and cost approach. The market data approach supplies the 

most accurate estimate of value since it is based on transactions that 

have accurred recently in the market-place. 

Since the scenic easement program was started, a number of tracts of 

land subject to scenic easement restrictions have resold on the market. 

An analysis of these transactions will help to indicate the effect the 

classification has had on land values. Table 10 presents the five sales 

that will be analyzed. This table shows the actual appraised value of 

the property and improvements before the easement restrictions were im-

posed and the actual selling price with the easement in effect. Before 

any meaningful comparisons could be made concerning the values, an ad-

justment to reflect the change in the value due to time was needed. The 

adjustment for time was made using the real estate indices used previously 

and a 15% annual increase in land value in this area used by the Forest 

Service. The adjusted per acre value of these tracts is shown in Table 

11. These values do not include the value of the improvements. Improve

ment values were calculated using the cost method and listed separately 

so their value was subtracted from the total sale price. 
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Table 10. Unadjusted appraised and sale values for land located in 
Middle Fork System 

Sale Without easement With easement 
no. Year Acreage Value Year Acreage Value 

(per acre) (per acre) 

1 1970 160 $ 56 1973 160 $ 56 

2 1972 3.33 12,612 1974 3.33 10,810 

3 1975 5.42 4,483 1977 5.42 4,243 

4 1975 6.44 6,211 1978 6.44 10,093 

5 1977 1. 50 16,667 1978 1. 50 25,000 

Table 11. Time adjusted per acre land values for appraised values 
and actual sales values using real estate indices and a 
15% per year adjustment for land in the Middle Fork System 

Time adjusted Time adjusted 
Sale appraised valuea sell valuea 
no. Year (per acre) (per acre) 

Appraised Sold Index 15%/yr Index 15%/yr 

1 1970 1973 $ 141 172 $ 113 113 

2 1972 1974 9,134 9,252 3,334 3,700 

3 1975 1977 3,029 5,050 3,541 3,800 

4 1975 1978 4,327 6,844 4,500 4,500 

5 1977 1978 5,331 5,750 13,333 13,300 

a1978 prices. 
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The comparison of the adjusted land values in Table 11 indicated 

that the value of land encumbered with scenic easements was reduced by 

25-60% depending on the tract in question. A notable exception was sale 

number 5, in which the adjusted sale price was 131% greater than its ad

justed appraised value. 

The comparison of value between properties sold outside the corridor 

not subject to scenic easements and those sold inside the classified area 

subject to scenic easements indicated the trend land values have taken 

within the corridor due to the imposed restrictions. One problem with 

this type of analysis in the Clearwater area is the lack of good compar

able sales. Normally, three or more comparables are used to determine 

value. The comparable sale which is similar to sales 2-4 in Table 10 in 

size, slope, and access sold for $4,500 per acre in 1977. Adjustments 

were made in value for those factors which may have biased a comparison. 

The adjustment for time was made using both the aforementioned real 

estate indices and a 15% annual increase in land values for this area 

used by the Forest Service, resulting in adjusted values of $4,879 per 

acre and $5,175 per acre, respectively. 

The results of this section will be interpreted in the following 

chapter. The consistency and equity of the scenic easement program will 

be evaluated based on the results of the regression models and the impact 

of the program on land values will be assessed. 
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Analysis of the Timber, Agriculture, 
and Mining Data 

The evaluation of the economic impacts of the wild and scenic de-

signation on these resources was based on descriptive analysis rather 

than a statistical technique. 

Timber is one of Idaho County•s most abundant resources; consequently 

any restrictions or reductions in supply will have an impact on the economy 

of the area. According to the management guides for the Middle Fork System 

timber within the corridor will not be considered a primary resource value. 

Generally, private lands do not have commercially marketable stands of 

timber due to the method of regrowth. Timber on public lands within the 

corridor is an integral part of the river•s beauty and has been in special 

management units for years. Public Law 90-542 does not prohibit timber 

harvesting on recreational sections. The harvesting methods used though 

must comply with management objectives and maintain the aesthetics of the 

environment. Access to potential timber resources lying outside the re-

creational corridor would not be restricted, so no loss in timber produc-

tion could be attributed to this. 

The potential yield of Idaho County•s forests have been reduced in 

part by the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act but largely from the reduction in 

commercial forest land base to wilderness designations like RARE II and 

the Selway Bitterroot Wilderness. The anticipated lost timber volume 

due to these designations cannot be made up; but according to an inter-

view with Richard Deden, Group Leader for Timber Management, U.S. Forest 

Service, the reduction in potential yield caused by the various designations 

will not decrease programmed harvest (annual sales program). Based on the 
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last intensive sampling of the timber resources, the latest estimates of 

total timber volume for Idaho County are higher and more accurate than 

their old estimates. Using this sample data, initial statistical results 

from Model II and RAM runs on several forests indicate that program har

vest will stay at its current level or increase. 

Table 3, page 24, shows the volume of timber harvested and sold 

since 1968 in the three affected ranger districts. Although there have 

been yearly fluctuations in both the volume cut and sold, the ten-year 

period from 1968 through 1977 showed an increase in timber cut. 

An analysis of the tax payments made to Idaho County through the 25% 

fund and in lieu payments does not appear to have been adversely affected 

by the classification. Since the inception of the Act, payments from the 

25% fund have varied but increased over the eight year period 1970-1978 

as shown by Table 5. Payments in lieu of taxes are based on a county•s 

population or the number of entitlement acres within the county, and thus 

are generally stable. 

The agricultural and mining resources within the wild and scenic 

corridor of the Middle Fork System do not significantly contribute to 

the economy of the area. The small operations that do exist in the area 

are not affected by the act since existing uses in operation prior to 

the act are allowed to remain. 
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INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the economic impacts of 

the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act on the major resources of the Middle Fork 

of the Clearwater River upstream from Kooskia, Idaho, including the Lochsa 

and Selway rivers. These resources are agriculture, timber, outdoor re

creation, and mining. An evaluation of the scenic easement program was 

also done to review the appraisal techniques utilized, determine what the 

significant factors were which influenced value, and what effects this 

program had on land values. 

Impacts of the Scenic Easement Program 

The acquisition of scenic easements from the private landowners with

in the wild and scenic corridor raised questions concerning the equity of 

the payments offered by the Forest Service and the process used to arrive 

at their value. In addition, there were questions about the impact of 

the classification and restrictions on the value of land within the 

corridor. 

The data collected from the Summaries of Just Compensation allowed 

for a regression model to be developed which showed that the number of 

acres in an easement (X1) and the amount of developable land in the ease

ment (X4) were significant factors in estimating easement values. 

The various appraisers contracted to determine values for the scenic 

easements in the Middle Fork System placed emphasis on the same factors 

(X1 and x4) indicating a consistency in the appraisal techniques. The 

values of the easements were based in part on the two significant re

gression variables (X1 and x4). The question of equity in the payments 
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was raised by landowners in the area. The appraisal process is in many 

cases subjective and the value placed on a tract of land a result of 

one 1 S perception of this land. The large (60%) unexplained variation in 

the dependent variable (value of the scenic easement payment/acre) con

strained any definitive statements as to the equity of the easement pay

ments. At least 40% of the payment was based on the two significant vari

ables identified by the regression equation. Several other variables 

which economic theory and appraisal practices indicated may influence 

value were found to be insignificant in this model. This lack of signifi

cance may arise from the inability to quantify the variables correctly 

or, in this case, a lack of data regarding these variables. 

The economic effects of the scenic easement program on the value of 

private land within the wild and scenic corridor of the Middle Fork System 

is difficult to pinpoint. Landowners who sold scenic easements to the 

U.S. government were compensated for the potential loss in value due to 

the easement restrictions. Since the inception of the scenic easement 

program in 1970, a number of parcels of land have sold encumbered with 

easement restrictions. 

Based on the adjusted values in Table 11, the land sold subject to 

scenic easements was reduced in value from 25-60% compared to the time 

adjusted appraised value before the easement was purchased. Sale number 

5 was a notable exception, though, since it sold for considerably more 

than the adjusted appraised value. 

The comparison of the one sale outside the corridor similar in size, 

slope, and access to sales 2-4 in Table 11 indicated a reduction in value 

for those tracts encumbered with an easement of 15-40%. Once again sale 
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number 51 s market value was substantially higher than the sale outside 

the corridor. 

The first method of comparison, comparing adjusted appraised values 

to adjusted sale value, was relied on most, since the values were for the 

same property. Because of the lack of comparable sales, reliance on the 

results from the second method, comparing sale outside the corridor with 

those sales in the corridor, becomes questionable even though they in

dicate the same trend in the value of land as the first method. 

Due to the uniqueness of land and the wide perception of character

istics which cause land to have value, the effect of the scenic easement 

program on land values in the Middle Fork has varied. This study shows 

that although there is a decrease in land sold encumbered with easement 

restrictions compared to unencumbered land, there are exceptions. In some 

cases, buyers appear to value the open space characteristics of land pro

vided by the scenic easement restrictions within the corridor as much as 

land outside the corridor. The overall impact of the easement program 

has been to decrease the price of land within the corridor but not to 

the extent that was first thought by land managers in the area. 

The impact of the wild and scenic classification on the timber, agri

culture, and mining resources located within the corridor has been insig

nificant. Timber harvesting on private lands is not economically feasible 

due to the sparse stands and generally small acreages. Timber on the 

public lands has been managed for years to preserve the river corridor 

environment and would have continued to be managed in that manner even 

without the restriction imposed by the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. The 

question of access to potential timber acres lying outside the river 
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corridor will not be a problem under the recreational area classification 

in effect on all but two sections, both of which lie inside the Selway 

Bitterroot Wilderness. This classification allows access roads to be 

constructed across the corridor to potential resources so long as they 

meet the management plans requirements. Based on these findings, it was 

concluded that there has been no significant economic impact on the tim

ber industry due to the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. 

Agricultural production within the corridor is insignificant. The 

restrictions imposed by the Act have not and will not adversely affect 

this production since land uses existing prior to the passage of the Act 

were permitted to continue. 

The mineral resources found within the corridor amount almost en

tirely to gravel deposits located along the river. Other mineral de

posits are small and cannot produce enough to maintain an economically 

feasible operation due to the fact that the Idaho Batholith, noted for 

its lack of mineralization, underlies the majority of the area. Although 

there is interest in the gravel deposits along the Middle Fork, the Idaho 

Dredge Mining Law prohibits any dredging in this area. Mining claims 

existing before the inception of the Act were allowed to continue, and 

new claims may be filed if they too meet the management plans restrictions. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The Middle Fork of the Clearwater River upstream from Kooskia, 

Idaho, including the Lochsa and Selway rivers was included in the Wild 

and Scenic Rivers Act as one of the eight "instant" rivers in the Act. 

This free-flowing river and the unique scenic, cultural, and wildlife 

environment that it provides have been preserved for present and future 

generations. Questions arose, however, as to the economic impacts of 

this classification on the area's resources and the effects of the scenic 

easement program on private land values located within the boundaries of 

the classified area. 

The data used to estimate a regression model for the scenic ease

ment payments was collected from the Summaries of Just Compensation com

piled by the Forest Service. In addition data on land sales which 

occurred both inside and outside the classified corridor was collected 

in order to compare their values. 

Data on the timber industry was collected from a variety of sources. 

Interviews were held with the area's sawmill owners and managers and with 

Forest Service personnel to collect information on timber harvest over 

time to estimate the impact on this resource. Due to the insignificant 

amount of agricultural and mining resources in the river corridor, no 

data was compiled on these resources. 

Regression analysis was used to estimate a scenic easement model. 

The model derived for the estimation of scenic easement payments was 

used to analyze the appraisal techniques and the equity of the payments. 

Two factors were significant in determining the payments: the number of 
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acres in the easement and the percentage of land developable in the ease

ment. Both the linear and logarithmic models found these factors to be 

important. The log-log model was chosen because its test statistics were 

more statistically significant overall than the linear model. 

The conclusions of this study concerning the economic impacts of the 

Wild and Scenic Rivers Act vary from resource to resource. 

The results of the regression model used to estimate scenic easement 

payments indicated that the appraisal techniques employed by the various 

appraisers were consistent and acceptable. Due to the unexplained varia

tion in the model, though, no definitive conclusions could be drawn con

cerning the equity of the payments. 

Land values within the wild and scenic corridor have been affected. 

Lands encumbered with scenic easements were compared with their adjusted 

appraised value before the easement restrictions and with recent land 

sales outside the impacted corridor. The results showed that land subject 

to scenic easement restrictions sold for 25-60 percent less than unencum

bered land. Sales have occurred within the corridor which have not fol

lowed this pattern, though, indicating a desire for the open space char

acteristics provided by the scenic easement restrictions. 

The timber resources, both public and private, have not been adversely 

affected by the classification. Public Law 90-542 does not prohibit timber 

harvesting on private land as long as the methods used meet the regulations 

set forth by the agencies in charge of administering the river. Timber 

on public land will only be harvested to maintain the aesthetic qualities 

of the river environment. Access to timber lying outside the corridor 

was a concern of those in the forest industry. Those sections of river 
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classified as recreational allow for access to potential timber resources 

outside the corridor; while the wild river sections lie inside the Selway 

Bitterroot Wilderness boundaries and are administered under the more strin

gent wilderness regulations. 

The agricultural and mineral resources located within the wild and 

scenic corridor are insignificant. Any mining claims or agricultural 

operations in existence prior to the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act have been 

allowed to remain. Dredging is prohibited by Idaho law, but mining claims 

can be filed if they comply with federal, state, and PL 90-542 regulations. 
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APPENDIX I 

EXAMPLE OF SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED 

JUST COMPENSATION 



UNITED STATES DCPAiil: il.:NT OF AGniCULTUTH.:: 
FOI<CST ~· ·:nVICE 

RL:)~iOll l 
liis~;uuLt, 1-lon t.mn 59801 

REPLY TO: 54L,O Partial Land Interests August 2, 1971 

SUDJI:CT: Clearv1ater Nf - Tract Nu. )SO (~lcl'llcr~:;on), LMICFA 
\.Jild and Scenic Rivers - Hiddlc Fork Clcatvlater 

TO: \~m. A. \~orf, Chief, Division of R&L 

JZJ:GIO;~AL STAFF REVILl~ 

The appraisal report has been rcvic'ived for the proposed casements. 
It was prepared by Joe R. Acuff, MAl, under the provisions of 
contract No. 26-2658, awarded May 7, 1971. The appraisal sunwary 
and my comments follow: 

Appraisal Sunmwry 

1. 0Hner of record: Leora Harrington 
Contract purchaser: Donald Davis McPherson 

Kooskia, Idaho 

2. Date of appraisal: May 10, 1971 

3. Total property area: 54.71 acres 

4. Easement area: 54.71 acres 

5. Highest and best use: Before condition - timber production, 
grazing, recreational-residential. 

6. Value estimates: 
-Before 
After 
Easement 

Appraisal Review 

After condition - the same except limited 
residential (Premise A - 3 homesites, · 
Premise B - 1 homesite) 

Premise A. 
$27,350 

15 l 0_00 
$12,350 

Premise Il 
$27,350 

-~_Q_Q_ 
$19,150 

The property is locatc>cl on the Hiclclle Fork. Clenrw<J.ter T~iver 3bout 
2 miles e.:Jst of KooskL1, Idnho. Acce_ss is along <1 gravel county 
road across the lmver portion of Clear Creek. Thc>re is <1pproximately 
300 feet of front;~f,e <llong the south bank of the. river, but the 
Lmd directly behind this frontage. is very steep. It is prim<J.ri1y 
valuo.b1e for grazit1r;. Further \-lest is an area of 14 to 15 acres 
which was cleared for farming at one time. It is practic.:Jlly 
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level, slopinr, ~;] i ghtly dO\.JmJ<ll~d Lllh'<lrJ~; the r.i ver. The. balance of 
the property is ste(~per but also might be ~;uhdi.vidcd for residential 
purposes. 11lc entire perimeter of the property is fenced. Other 
improvements include n sm.:-tll shop and b:nn. These arc fairly ncH 
buildings of minimum design. They do not appreciably contribute 
to property value. 

The before wtlue is b:1sed on Lite m<1rkct cL1tu <1pproach. 'll1c last 
s.1le of the subject tract and four other tranf;actions of comparable 
properties arc u:;ccl .in the value esti.mntc. Tlw cited compar.:Jbles 
r;:m~e in size from 21~ to 158 acres with sale prices from $160 to 
$550 per acre. The sale prices arc updated using a time factor of 
30 to l10 percent per year. This rate is based on an analysis of the 
transactions for Compar:1blcs 5, 6, 9, .cmd 13. In the comparisons 
to the subject, the oppraiscr also considered differences in tract 
size, terrain, access, and location. The indicated values for the 
subject r;:1nge from $Lf00 to $650 per acre. A value of $500 per acre 
is assigned for a total of $27,355, rounded to $27,350. 

The after values also arc estimated usin~ the nurkct cbta opprooch. 
Under Premise A, the casement limits subdivision to three homesites. 
Two sales arc cited as evidence of value. Both have physical 
feoturcs similor to subject, but clue to location and market demand, 
they arc not too desirable for subdivision purposes. The first 
sale is a 40-acre tr<Jct at $125 per <Jere and the second is 77 acres 
at $260 per acre. Adjustments are mode for time, tract size, 
location, access, <Jnd the effect of the casement. Doth comparablcs 
inclic<1te <1 value of $275 per acre for the subject. The total 
value of $15,045.25 is rounded to $15,000. 

A similar approach is used for Premise B which limits the property 
to one homesite. TI1e two cited sales range from 40 to 320 acres 
in size and each sold for $125 per acre. Adjustments arc m<Jde 
for time, size, terrain, location, and the effect of the casement. 
Both comparablcs indicate a value of $150 per <1cre for the subject. 
The total value of $8,206.50 is rounded to $8,200. 

The appraised value of the easement is obtained by subtr<Jcting the 
after value from the before value. 

Premise A: 
Premise B: 

$27,350 - $15,000 = $12,350 
$27,350- $8,200 = $19,150 
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APPENDIX II 

PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES ACT 



PUBLIC LAw 94-565 

94TH CoNGREss 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT UNITS 



90 STAT. 2oM PUBI.IC LAW 94-565-0CT. 20, I 97o 

than tiH\ c.ounty :1cl:o ns UJ<' <·olli•ding nnd dislrihul ing ag<'n<·y for n~:tl 
prop<•rly tnxPs, HlP p~ynH•nts sh;dl h<\ mad<• to Sll<"h unit of l<wal gov
nmliH'nL, which shall di:-;l•·ibull' Sll<"h payni<'Jds a.~ Jll·m·id<·d in thi:-; 

Hq>;nlations. subsPcf ion. TI1P S<·•·retary tnay pn'S<Tilw. regul:tf in11s und<'J' which pny
IIJeliiS may hp, 111adP to unil's of lrw:d goi·Prlllll<'fiL in any <':IS<'. in whil'h 
t.]l(•. pn'<'<'ding provi:-;ions will not <'lll'f',Y out tiH~ pnrpos<·s of t.his suh
S<'d.ion. 

(h) l'ayn~Pnls aulhoriz<•d undPr this S<'d ion shall ])(• nwdp on a fiscn I 
y(\aJ" hnsis h<\ginning wit.h tlw latf'r of--.-

(1) thP. fiscal ,VP:JI' l>r·ginning (klolwr I, If)/(\, m· 
(2) tlw lir,.;l. fnll fi,.;<·a.l y<'ar beginning ·aftP.r f.lw fiscal year in 

"·hich such lands or int••n\sts lhen•in an· acqnin\d by l.Jw lJnil<\d 
St :If <'S. 

Sn.-!1 pnyJnPJds Jnay ],p usPd hy tlw afl't•dPd lnc·al gol·<'rlliiH'Ilt:d unit. 
for any gm·prnnJ<'Iilal purposo. 

(c.) (I) Tlw :tlll<HIIil. of any pa.ynH•nlmadP fnr nny fisnl yea I' t.o nny 
1111 i (. of local gov<'l'lllliPilt. and :1 fl'<><'f ('d schoo I d icd.rid s und<' r Sll hspc·t ion 
(a) shnll he an alllOIIIlL <·qn:d t.o I )H'I' ('Pilflllll of the fair 111arlwt value 
nf such lands :1nd infpn•sls tlu•J'<'ill on !.he d:dn on whir'h ncquirP<l hy 

HPzon"d land. thelTnitP<I Statl's.lf,nftprflwdafpofc·nn.ctnwntofiPgislnlion author
izing any unit. of tlH~ National l'ark Sysf<o.n1 or Nal.ifln:d ForPsl. \Vil
d!\l'll<'~s ;\n·as as to which a payJnP.nt. is aulhorizn•l nndP.r snhsPdicm 
(a), r<'zoning incrpa:-;Ps the valnP. of lhl' land or any infPr<'sl. therPin, 
tlw fai1· III:Jrkd. 1·:Jlun fm· the purpo,.;e of su<'h pa,YJII<'II(s shall he C<llll
pniPd as if such l:lncl had not ])('<'II n•zonc<l. 

Paynwnt (~) Notwilhslnll<ling p:11·agraph (1), the paynwnt. 111ade for nny 
limilalinn. fis<·al }<':II' to a unit. of lcw:d goi'Prlllll<'llf. nndl'r snhsedion (a) shall 110t 

f'X<'PI'd fh1• :IJIIOIIIJf of l'!'llj ('I'O(l!'rt_y (aX!'S :lSSPS~l'd and J<oviPtl on Sllt'h 
pmp••rty dnring tlwlast fullli:-;cal yc•:Jr !,pfor!' t]H·Ii~wal }'P:tl' in which 
snch l:lnd o1· int•·n•st was a<·qnin·d for addition to thP Nntionall':nk 
:'-lystPJll or Nation:~ I l<'on'st 1\'iltknwss ArPas . 

. (d) No paynwnl shall IH· nw•k lllldPI' this sPdion wit.h rpsl'<'cl. to 
any l:nHI or inf<'n•st. llu•n·in a fi<'J" I h<\ fi flh full fisca I ypar h<\gnming 
:1ftP.J' flw first. fisc:1l }'l'ar in which such a paynwnt. w:1s tnadn wit.h 
n'S)H'd I o such Ia nd o1· int <'l'l'st t.hPr<'ill. 

31 IISC 1604. S..:c. ·1. 'J'IJ,, provisions of law rdeJTPd to in s••dinn 2 arp. as follows: 
(I) llw Ad of i\lay ~:1, 1!l0fl, Pnlifll'd "An AcJ !linking appro

p•·iat.ions for tlw l><'partnwnl. of Agri•~ullnm for the fls<'al yPar 
ending .funP. lhirfielh, nilld<'Pil hn11dre<l aud nine'' (01l .St.at. 2!H; 
Hi TJ.S.C. !>00); 

(~) tlw Ad. of ,fnnp 20, lfliO, PnfillPd "/\11 Ad·. lo Pnahle the 
people of Nt'W 1\lnxi,.o to form a cnn:c;titntion nnd .Stafp, ~~ovPrn
nwnl and hP admifiPd into tlw Union onnn "'JIHtl fooling ll'ifh t.hn 
original St:d!'s, :md to 1\HalilP flw JWnplP of Arizona to form a. 
enn:-;t i I ut ion nnd Stat i'. I!'OI.<'I'IIIIIPil t nnd I,,. n dill i tJp<l i nl o IIH\ l T 11 ion 
on an P<JIInl foot.ing with tlw original .Stalt•s'' (:Hi .Stat. r;r,7); 

(:1) sPdion :::; of thro. Act of Ft\hl'II:Jl)' ~;,, 1!!20, <'lllitl!'d "An 
Ad to promoi.P tlw mining of coal, plwsphafP, oil, oil shnle, gas, 
and sorli11111 onllw puhJi,·. do111ain", I'OIJIIIIOIIly lmmn1 ns tlw ''1\fin
pral L:1nds Lrasing Act" (11 Stat. 4!)(); :10 lT.S.C. l!ll) ; 

(I) sl't'lion 17 of tlw J<'PdP.ral l'owPr ,\d (11 Staf. 1072; i(i 

U.S.C. RIO); 
(:i) ;<Pdion 10 of llw Taylor nrnzing Ad (-IR Stat 127:1; 1!l 

IT.S.C. :ll!•i); 
(<i) :-;pd ion :1:1 of tiH•. Hanldwad-.Jon('s Farm Tl'nnnt Act (!>0 

.Stat. :i21i; 7 lT.S.C. 1012); 
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provisions of this Act such sums as may be neeessary: l'Tovided, That, 
notwithstanding any other provision of this Ad. no funds may be 
m~de available except to the extent provided in advance in appropri
ation Acts. 

Approved October 20, 1976. 
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